Laser Frequency Modulation With Electron Plasma

Frequency modulating a laser beam with an electron plasma yields an information bandwidth on the order of $10^9$ Hz. This is an improvement of at least an order of magnitude over conventional crystal modulators.

When a laser beam is passed through an electron plasma its frequency is shifted by an amount proportional to the plasma density. This density is varied with a modulating signal resulting in a corresponding modulation.

(continued overleaf)
tion of the laser beam frequency. The necessary apparatus is relatively inexpensive since crystals are not required.

One method of varying the electron plasma density is illustrated. The electron density in the space charge region of a vacuum tube is varied by applying a modulating signal to the tube grid. The laser beam is passed through this space charge region. The tube envelope has a window transparent at the laser frequency and a totally reflecting mirror to direct the beam back through the plasma, thus, the frequency of the laser beam is modulated in accordance with the signal applied to the tube grid.

The voltage on the tube grid is about three orders of magnitude less than that required for crystal modulators.
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